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Executive Summary 

 

The “Igmale’ng’en” or sacred forests of Laindag is located within the ancestral domain 

of the Talaandig Tribe in the village of Portulin in the Municipality of Pangantucan 

within the province of Bukidnon. Bukidnon is a land-locked province in Mindanao, the 

second biggest island in the Philippines. The sacred forests occupy a total area of 3,470 

hectares, characterized by steep to rolling topography with a sizeable stand of primary 

forest combined with some secondary growth forest. The site is geographically located 

at latitude 4°22’33.36”N and 128°21’58.70 longitude. 

 

The Talaandig tribe is one of the 110 groups of indigenous peoples in the Philippines. 

The Talaandig people are mostly concentrated in the northern and western part of the 

province of Bukidnon, Mindanao Island, Philippines. Their territory is marked by the 

Kitanglad and Kalatungan mountain ranges. The local knowledge of the Talaandig 

people was derived from oral history and traditions. These traditions include religious 

rituals, dances, songs and music, epic traditions, folktales, games, handicrafts, and 

customary mediation. 

 

The Talaandig community in Portulin has a population of 465 individuals distributed in 

93 households. The community is located high up in the Mount Kalatungan mountain 

range of north central Mindanao, approximately 1200 meters above sea level (MASL). 

There are several major rivers in the place such as Bagik-ikan River, Ootah River and 

Dumagook River that flows from northern towards southern part of the community. 

 

The sacred forests are of extreme importance to the Talaandig as they represent 

everything that is pure and strong and their continued existence ensures the community’s 

continued existence and survival. For the Talaandig, the sacred forests of Mt. Kalatungan 

are home to the tallest and hardest trees, it is where the cleanest waters will always flow, 

where the waters never runs dry and where the deer and wild boar will always roam and, 

most importantly, where the “Kalumbata” 1 will always fly free. 

 

The Igmale’ng’en continues to play a central role in the day to day affairs of the 

community. With its continued existence, rituals are sustained as the spirits are assured 

of a place to rest. The forests still continue to provide the raw materials such as medicinal 

herbs for the village healers and timber for the construction of the village “Tulugan” or 

altar. Most importantly, the oral tradition of the Talaandig made up of chants, poems and 

songs continue to flourish as the sacred forest provides the platform for the unique 

interaction among the spirits, deities and the Talaandig. 

 

The Igmale’ng’en forests are under pressure from migrant communities surrounding Mt. 

Kalatungan. Fortunately, to date, they are still almost intact and occupy a sizeable portion 

of the Talaandig territory. The traditional rules governing the sacred forests are for the 

most part respected by the community members and occupy an important role in the 

over-all resource management rules of the ancestral domain. The existence of the sacred 

forests plays a vital role in the conservation and protection of the biodiversity of Mt. 

Kalatungan. 

 

Mining, illegal logging and the poaching of flora and fauna poses the biggest threat to 

the continued existence of the sacred forest of the Talaandig. As the population of 

migrant communities surrounding Mt. Kalatungan increases, attempts to illegally cut 
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timber and set-up traps have also doubled. The demand for more lumber as well as the 

high price for exotic game has encouraged migrants to take the risk and enter the sacred 

forests. 

 

The declaration of Mt. Kalatungan as a National Park by the National Government has 

also been both a boon and bane to the Talaandig. The declaration has given an additional 

layer of legal protection to the sacred forests and thus will help protect it from further 

destruction. However, the declaration only looks at the protection of the forest from a 

scientific and bio-physical point of view and does not recognize the cultural and spiritual 

significance of the forest to the people. The rights and role of the Talaandig community 

in the management of the sacred forest must not be sacrificed in the name of collective 

participation, efficiency and legal mandate of the law. Their relationship and stewardship 

role with the Igmale’ng’en has been in place since time immemorial handed to them by 

their ancestors. This must be respected now and in the future. 

 

The Talaandig Tribe of Portulin decided to formulate the IPP to serve as the interim 

Ancestral Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) of the Tribe while 

waiting for the finalization. This IPP documents and described the various cultural practices 

and governance mechanism that are still in effect and are being followed by every member of 

the Tribe, that show how effective their culture and traditions are in managing their ancestral 

domain including the natural resources found therein. 

 

The IPP also shows various programs and projects that intend to provide benefits for 

all members particularly in terms of economic, social, cultural and environmental. The plans 

and programs were identified thru series of consultations to determine its applicability, 

acceptability and effectiveness in addressing specific concerns, which do not and will not create 

adverse or negative impact to any members and especially to the entire ancestral domain.  

 

The Council of Elders including sectoral leaders and Organizational Officers are in 

charge of the overall governance mechanism to ensure all laws and policies are properly 

implemented, followed and respected. Traditional Conflict resolutions or grievance redress 

mechanisms are also properly observed to be able to settle issues immediately and not to 

become uncontrollable.    

 

The Talaandig Tribe also intend to circulate the IPP to other donor or funding agencies 

that in any way will be interested in supporting and recognizing their culture and practices in 

terms of natural resources management, thereby providing technical and financial assistance to 

sustain and perpetuate the culture and traditions and environmental protection initiatives. 
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COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT PLAN OF 

PORTULIN TALAANDIG TRIBAL ASSOCIATION, INC.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
1. This community management plan is a road map for implementing the envision development 

reflected in the ADSDPP. It describes what our community wants to accomplish, what activities are 

required during specified timeline and what resources (money, people and materials) are needed to be 

successful. This Community Management Plan (CMP) shall become a framework for implementing 

different livelihood program, conservation farming and protection of the forest land activities that are 

decided by the community itself. It is important to emphasize that the community members are main 

actors/authors in preparing this community management plan. 

 

2. We believed that through this document we’ve made covers the dreams and aspirations of the 

community comprising the Lumads and the Dumagats living in this Barangay. This document 

encompasses and declares our objectives of collecting, documenting and describing our indigenous 

knowledge systems and traditional resource management practices which shall guide us in 

implementing our sustainable development plans. These indigenous knowledge systems, which 

includes our traditional and communal view of our resources, the protection and conservation of the 

environment as well as in conservation and management of our biodiversity. We hope to see that with 

this plan, we can make an effort in addressing environmental problems even in a little way. We hope to 

live in peace with each other and implement religiously all the projects that will be entrusted to us by 

the funding institution either foreign, national, local and non-government organizations.   

 

3. We firmly believe in the importance of this document because it is based on the “Gugud” or the 

testimonies of our Elders, which are the basis of the development that we seek for our people in the 

community. This shall be our guide in forging alliances with like-minded individuals or groups 

including of course our fellow Indigenous Peoples (IPs) who have also worked for the sustainable 

development and protection of our own community. It is hoped that through the alliances with all the 

other stakeholders, we will be able to draw inspiration and strength towards the fulfillment of our 

dreams and aspirations in the future. 

 

II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

 
A. Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (RA 6734) 

 
4. The Indigenous Peoples (IP) in the Philippines remain as the most marginalized sector of society. 

This status continues despite the tremendous inroads achieved by communities, partners and advocates 

through years of struggle. In 1997, as result vigilance and the sustained advocacy of the IP sector and 

its partners, the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA) was enacted. This provided venues and legal 

backbone for the recognition of the Traditional Rights of communities over their ancestral domain. 

 

5. The IPRA provides for the recognition of the traditional rights of Indigenous Peoples over their 

ancestral domains through the issuance of Certificates of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT). It 

recognizes the rights of ICC’s to define their development priorities through their own Ancestral 

Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) and exercise management and utilize 

the natural resources within their traditional territories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B. NCIP Administrative Order No. 3, Series of 2012 

6. The NCIP AO 3 underscores the policy of the state that no concession, license, permit or lease or 

undertaking affecting ancestral domains will be granted or renewed without going through the free, 

prior and informed consent (FPIC) process, which is needed in the issuance of a Certification 

Precondition by the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP). 

 

C. DENR-NCIP Memorandum of Agreement and Implementing Guidelines 

7. The DENR and NCIP entered into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for the implementation of 

INREMP to ensure that provisions of the NCIP Administrative Order No. 3, Series of 2012 or the 

Revised Guidelines on Free and Prior Informed Consent and Related Processes of 2012, are fully 

considered and complied. 

 

8. Meanwhile, the Implementing Guidelines on the Memorandum of Agreement between DENR and 

NCIP for the Implementation of the INREMP in Municipalities with Indigenous People’s 

Communities” was promulgated with the following objectives: 

 

a. Establish a common understanding and framework for the operationalizationof the 

Memorandum of Agreement between DENR and NCIP for the implementation of the 

INREMP in areas with indigenous people’s communities; 

b. Set the requirements and procedures in ensuring compliance to NCIP 

Administrative Order No. 3, Series of 2012 or the Revised Guidelines on Freeand 

Prior Informed Consent and Related Processes of 2012; 

c. Provide and ensure compliance with the procedure and the standards in the conduct 

of the required validation process; and 

d. Protect the rights of the ICCs/ IPs in the introduction and implementation ofplans, 

programs, projects, activities and other undertakings that will affect themand their 

ancestral domains to ensure their economic, social and cultural well-being. 

 

D. Basic Principles of ADB Safeguard Policy, 2009 

9. ADB Policy on Safeguards requirement for Indigenous peoples recognizes the right of Indigenous 

People to direct the course of their own development. Indigenous people are defined in different 

countries in various ways. For operational purpose, the term Indigenous people is used to refer to a 

distinct, vulnerable, social and cultural group with following characteristics: 

 

a. Self-identification as members of a distinct indigenous cultural group and recognition 

of this community by others; 

b. Collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories in the 

project area and to the natural resources in the habitats; 

c. Customary, cultural, economic, social or political institutions that are separate from 

those of dominant society and culture; and 

d. A distinct language, often different from the official language of the country or region. 

10. According to ADB policy Indigenous people’s safeguards are triggered if a project directly or 

indirectly affects the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems or culture of Indigenous people or affects 

the territories, natural or cultural resources that Indigenous people own, use, occupy or claim as their 

ancestral property. 

 

11. The SPS sets out the following principles for IP safeguards in all projects in which ADB is involved: 

 

a. Screen early on to determine (i) whether Indigenous Peoples are present in, or have 

collective attachment to, the project area; and (ii) whether project impacts on 

Indigenous Peoples are likely. 
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b. Undertake a culturally appropriate and gender-sensitive social impact assessment or 

use similar methods to assess potential project impacts, bothpositive and adverse, on 

Indigenous Peoples. Give full consideration to options the affected Indigenous Peoples 

prefer in relation to the provision of project benefits and the design of mitigation 

measures. Identify social and economic benefits for affected Indigenous Peoples that 

are culturally appropriate and gender and inter-generationally inclusive and develop 

measures to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate adverse impacts on Indigenous Peoples. 

c. Undertake meaningful consultations with affected Indigenous Peoples communities 

and concerned Indigenous Peoples organizations to solicit their participation (i) in 

designing, implementing, and monitoring measures to avoidadverse impacts or, when 

avoidance is not possible, to minimize, mitigate, or compensate for such 

effects; and (ii) in tailoring project benefits for affected Indigenous Peoples 

communities in a culturally appropriate manner. To enhance Indigenous Peoples’ 

active participation, projects affecting them will provide for culturally appropriate and 

gender inclusive capacity development. Establish a culturally appropriate and gender 

inclusive grievance mechanism to receive and facilitate resolution of the 

Indigenous Peoples’ concerns. 

d. Ascertain the consent of affected Indigenous Peoples communities to the following 

project activities: (i) commercial development of the cultural resourcesand knowledge 

of Indigenous Peoples; (ii) physical displacement from traditional or customary lands; 

and (iii) commercial development of natural resources within customary lands under 

use that would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial, or spiritual uses that 

define the identity and community of Indigenous Peoples. For the purposes of policy 

application, the consent of affected Indigenous Peoples communities refers to a 

collective expression by the affected Indigenous Peoples communities, through 

individuals and/or their recognized representatives, of broad community support for 

such project activities. Broad community support may exist even ifsome individuals o

r groups object to the project activities. 

e. Avoid, to the maximum extent possible, any restricted access to and physical 

displacement from protected areas and natural resources. Where avoidance is not 

possible, ensure that the affected Indigenous Peoples communities participate in the 

design, implementation, and monitoring andevaluation of management arrangements 

for such areas and natural resources and that their benefits are equitably shared. 

f. Prepare an Indigenous Peoples plan (IPP) that is based on the social impact assessment 

with the assistance of qualified and experienced experts and that draw on indigenous 

knowledge and participation by the affected Indigenous Peoples communities. The IPP 

includes a framework for continued consultation with the affected Indigenous Peoples 

communities during project implementation; specifies measures to ensure that 

Indigenous Peoples receive culturally appropriate benefits; identifies measures to 

avoid, minimize, mitigate, or compensate for any adverse project impacts; and includes 

culturally appropriate grievance procedures, monitoring and evaluation arrangements, 

and a budget and time-bound actions for implementing the planned measures. 

g. Disclose a draft IPP, including documentation of the consultation process and the 

results of the social impact assessment in a timely manner, before project appraisal, in 

an accessible place and in a form and language(s) understandable to affected 

Indigenous Peoples communities and other stakeholders. The final IPP and its updates 

will also be disclosed to the affected Indigenous Peoples communities and 

other stakeholders. 

h. Prepare an action plan for legal recognition of customary rights to lands andterritories 

or ancestral domains when the project involves (i) activities that are contingent on 

establishing legally recognized rights to lands and territories that Indigenous Peoples 



 

have traditionally owned or customarily used or occupied,or (ii) involuntary acquisiti

on of such lands. 

i. Monitor implementation of the IPP using qualified and experienced experts; adopt a 

participatory monitoring approach, wherever possible; and assess whether the IPP’s 

objective and desired outcome have been achieved, taking into account the baseline 

conditions and the results of IPP monitoring. Disclose monitoring reports. 

12. Specific to INREM, the Indigenous People’s Development Framework (IPDF) “ensures that 

INREMP subprojects are designed and implemented in a way that fosters full respect for IP identity, 

dignity, human rights, livelihood systems and cultural uniqueness as defined by the IPs themselves to 

enable them to (i) receive culturally appropriate social and economic benefits, (ii) do not suffer adverse 

impacts as a result of the project, and (iii) can participate actively in the project. For this purpose, an 

IP Plan (IPP) will be prepared in participating areas and an Ancestral Domain Sustainable 

Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) will be enhanced or formulated in areas covered by 

ancestral domain claims.” 

 

III. BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT AREA 
 

A. Location 

13. The coverage of the Community Management Plan is the Ancestral Domain of Portulin Talaandig 

Tribal Association (PTTA), Inc., which is situated at the southern portion of Mt. Kalatungan and is 

properly located at Barangay Portulin of the Municipality of Pangantucan, Province of Bukidnon and 

is described by geographical coordinates of 124° 51' 49.853" E in latitude and 7° 54' 14.921" N in 

longitude. 

 

B. Accessibility 

14. Barangay Portulin, the central settlement of the ancestral domain, is approximately fourteen (14) 

kilometers from the Poblacion (town proper) of the municipality of Pangantucan. The heart of the place 

can be reached by four wheel vehicle from the road junction of barangay Kuya via 13 km. all-weather 

provincial road. Kuya junction is located midpoint of the concrete 4-lane highway from Maramag to 

Pangantucan. The national highway caters several public transport providers (Jeepney and Buses) from 

Cagayan de Oro to Wao, Lanao del Sur. 

15. The barangay is bounded in the north by the municipality of Lantapan and in the south by the 

Barangay New Eden, Pangantucan, while on the east by the municipality of Maramag and in the west 

by the Barangay Concepcion, Pangantucan. Portulin is situated in the northern part of the municipality 

with an elevation of approximately 1,200 meters above sea level, while Pangantucan lies at the 

southwestern part of Bukidnon, and is situated about 75 kilometers south of Malaybalay the capital city 

of the province (de Vera, 2007). 

16. A passenger jeepney provides at least a round trip service per day to and from barangay Portulin 

mainly for hauling farm products however, several motorcycle for hire “habal-habal” are available as 

alternative rides during day time. 

 

C. Land Area and Coverage 

17. The ancestral domain of PTTA is largely covered as protected area upon the inclusion of Mt. 

Kalatungan as Natural Park under the National Integrated Protected Area System (NIPAS) in May 5, 

2000 under Proclamation No. 305. The ancestral domain has a total area of 6,679.83 hectares where 

95% (6,363.14has.) of which is timberland, all covered within the Protected Area, and 5% (316.70has.) 

is alienable and disposable land all outside Mt. Kalatungan Natural Park, and is geographically located 

in 124° 50' 42.335" E –  124° 51' 29.922" E longitude and 7° 58' 51.385" N – 7° 53' 40.749" N latitude. 

The community further, had already applied its Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title (CADT) through 
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the National Commission on Indigenous People (NCIP) last April 15, 2002 and is still pending for 

issuance. 

18. By political jurisdiction, the Ancestral domain straddles within 7 barangays under three municipal 

LGUs namely the Barangays of Portulin, New Eden and Concepcion under the Municipality of 

Pangantucan, barangays La Roxas and Bagong Silang of Maramag municipality, Barangay Lilingayon 

of Valencia City and Barangay Mirayon under the municipality of Talakag, all within the province of 

Bukidnon. 

19. The borderline of the ancestral domain follows the peaks of Mt. Kalatungan at the western side and 

Mt. Kilakiron on the east and its northern and southern borders lie significant landmarks and natural 

boundaries.  

20. PTTA Inc. shares the responsibility of protecting the Mt. Kalatungan mountain range as a stronghold 

of the Talaandig tribe through customary-political arrangements long-established among the council of 

elders of the adjacent ancestral domains namely the Bayawon-Lucday-Lungayan-Pendonay-Tandacol 

Tribal Association (BLLUPENTTRAS), Inc. on the eastern side, the Miarayon-Lapok-Lirongan-

Tinaytayan Tribal Association (MILALITTRA) on the north and the Nagkahiusang Manobo nga 

Manunuod sa Yutang Kabilin (NAMAMAYUK) on the western portion. 

 

D. Topography and elevation 

 

21. The ancestral domain lies within gently sloping to very steep slopes where around 6,142.14has. fall 

under 50% and above slope with an elevation of around 800 – 2,880 meters above sea level (masl). 

   

E. Landmarks and Areas with Cultural Significance 

 

22. Confined within the borders of the ancestral domain are plenty of rivers, creeks, lakes, water spring, 

cliff and caves, namely: Muleta River, Tapwakun, Pala-Pala, Kanunoyan, Pigbawian, Lunaw, Induyan, 

Nabalabag, Ugyaban, Linabo sa Dumagooc, Linabo sa Bagik-ikan, Nabukalan, Sabangan, Mt. 

Kilakiron, Laindag, Tunaan, Alap, Pigbawusan, Sambileyan, Nanganlag, Hangaron, Kiug-pa,Imbatug, 

Lembobongan, Linabo sa Ootah River, Ondoon, Katakata Falls, Migtambol Falls, Balante, Mapayag, 

Palasan, Kahiwaon River, Sal-ab, Nabayungbong, Sumbalan, Kisangka, Maremon River, Katuglawon 

River, Manupali River, Kilag-ud, Sapinit, Linabo sa Kulaman river, Mt. Kiamukon, Dalag-ayan, 

Luwayon River, Kalamagan Creek, Migbadiang River and Intukas. 

 

23. It is of cultural importance revered by the tribe as sacred place having geographic and topographic 

formations such as the Mt. Kalatungan, Kilakiron, Laindag, Tunaan, Alap, Pigbawusan, Sambileyan, 

Nanganlag, Hangaron, Kiug-pa, Imbatug, Lembobongan, that harbors a diverse mix of flora and fauna 

being ascribed to its numerous rivers and waterfalls that provide habitats for wildlife. It is also 

considered as critical headwaters where a major tributary of Muleta Watershed, Lower Pulangi 

Watershed, Manupali Watershed and Cagayan de Oro River Basin emanates. 

 

24. The tribe is dotted with ritual areas found in Mt. Kalatungan, Nanalwas, Tunaan, Sabangan and 

Kilakiron. These areas are considered as sacred for these are where their ancestors as they believed as 

their guardian spirits are buried. Through preserving these sacred places and the venue of their tribe’s 

rituals and sacred activities, they are assured of their connection with the “Magbabaya” (Supreme 

Being) and the nature. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE ANCESTRAL DOMAIN 

 

A. Historical Background Settlements 

 

25. Barangay Portulin derived its name from the first settler of the community, Datu Abelardo Bayawon 

baptized as Datu “Ulin”.  “Tulin” means fast, because they believed that in the future, Barangay Portulin 

will be progressive in faster pace. Before, the area was named “bato” or rock, because there is a large 

rock near the barangay which is now still existing used by the Talaandig as their altar for their prayer 

and as ritual site. It was created into Barangay Portulin on June 24, 1990 in effect of the Sangguniang 

Panlalawigan Resolution Number 89-591. 

26. Barangay Portulin as situated in the Municipality of Pangantucan which is within Muleta Watershed, 

composed of 75% Talaandig and 25 % mixed ethnic group. Early Settlers in the community are as 

follows; 

Datu Santos “Mayukbayok” Bayawon  

Datu Abelardo “Anghel” De la Cruz 

Datu Abelardo “Ulin” Bayawon 

Datu Felizardo “” De la Cruz 

Datu Eulogio “” Bayawon 

Datu Jose “Katahuran” Batiag 

Datu Vinancio “Embunsad” Mangkilala 

Datu Emiliano “Dagulosan” Mangkilala 

Datu Arturo “Galang” Guina 

Datu Pepito “Libwasan” Dawatan 

Datu Epifanio “Imbat-ao” Sinudlao 

Datu Johnny “Bagusayana” Guina 

Datu Richard “Bigul” Dawatan 

Bae Dominga “Kahibunan” Sinudlao 

Bae Teresita “Kahayag” Bayawon 

Fig. 1. Community Map of the Ancestral Domain of Portulin Talaandig Tribal 

Association, Inc. 
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27. According to Datu Pepito “Libwasan” Yagahon Dawatan, the Talaandig tribe in Portulin believed 

that the Kalatungan Range is a sacred place. This range is termed after the Talaandig word “kalatong” 

and symbolizes as the inheritance from their ancestors Apo Aragi and Apo Bahi whom the descendants 

of the Talaandig tribe originates. 

28. In 1920, there are 5 families from Talaandig Tribe who managed to utilize the area for farming 

specifically at Mapayag, Hangaron, Ugyaban, Laindag, and Kalatungan adjacent areas. They are known 

as the Bayawon and Sinudlao families. In 1940, the tribe increased its number to seven (7) families 

including migrants and continue to raise in 1960 where there were already 30 families inhabiting the 

place composed of indigenous people and migrants from Cebu and Bohol. On the same year, three 

logging companies (CALSON, GRICAN and TEMADICO) were able to operate within area of La 

Roxas connecting to Portulin. In 1970, the population continuously grow and reached to 40 families.  

29. In 1997, the community suffered from drought which leads to scarcity of resources, diseases and 

famine. Farming can no longer sustain the needs of the community hence they resorted to consuming 

resources from the forestland. In spite of this incident, residents from neighbouring communities and 

other provinces continue to migrate in the area. This even leads to further consumption of the forestland 

resources and mine available mineral resources.  

30. In 1998, the Talaandigs formed the Portulin Talaandig Association (PTA) with registration from 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and spearheaded by nine (9) Board of Trustees elected 

through a General Assembly. The organization aims to address major issues with regards to logging 

and answer community needs and livelihood, and to manage their inherited land. August of the same 

year, Datu Johnny Guina acquainted with Philippine Association for Intercultural Development 

(PAFID) – Mindanao and discuss issues concerning the cultural and ecological development of the 

community. The institution is then of great assistance to the organization in pushing their interest to be 

awarded with their ancestral domain as well as is in ceasing the mining operation in the community. 

31. Pursuant to Presidential Proclamation No. 305 in May 5, 2000 the Department of Environment and 

Natural Resources (DENR) aided the community in protecting and conserving the natural forest 

particularly Mt. Kalatungan Range and Natural Park by providing programs for sustainable 

development. This also paved a way for the community to be recipient of various programs of the 

government with assistance from the Local Government Unit, Non-Government Organizations, 

National Government Agencies and others. Presently, DENR’s National Greening Program (NGP) and 

Integrated Natural Resources and Environmental Management Project (INREMP) is being implemented 

within the local community. The strong mechanism and strategy of the community is still recognized 

nowadays along with their tradition and customary laws and is being honored by in every project 

implementation. 

 

B. Tribal/Political Leadership Structure 

 

32. Amidst the modernization and integration of several changes in the government, even under the 

registration of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Barangay Local Government 

Unit, the tribe have managed to pass on and able to retain its traditional governance. The Indigenous 

People Mandatory Representative (IPMR), sits as an ex-officio member of the Barangay Council. There 

are 7 council of elders namely; Datu Teofilo B. Andag-um Jr., Datu Reynaldo L. Bayawon, Datu Noel 

M. Tinga, Bae Teresita B. Flores, Datu Richard A. Dawatan, Datu Epifanio Sinudlao and Datu Bobby 

S. Mangkilala. 

 

1. Datu. Head Chieftain of the Talaandig Tribe, most powerful who makes decision based 

on the result of consultation with the Council of Elders. His important role is to 

strengthen their culture, imposed the law and keeps stable peace and order condition of 

the indigenous community. He can interfere in conflicts to assure that the peace and 

order is in set including good relationship with other indigenous communities. 



 

 

The Datu is being chosen based on his ability to give justice. He must possess good 

qualities of a leader who will represent the whole community and must have 

accountability to all members. There were types of selection, one is that an elder Datu 

will choose based on his prospect, while there were some that were nurtured since 

young in order to possess ideal qualities. 

 

There is a cluster composed of Datus with specific roles and functions, to enumerate: 

 

• Datu Balanghusay. This Datu is under lower level, however he is respected because 

he is just an expert in the community’s customs and tradition. He symbolizes the 

organization in integrity and shows responsibility to sustain peace, hence he 

deserves to be honored. For instance that he will be invited to drink “pangasi” (rice 

wine) he must refrain his consciousness and must not be drunk. In case he will not 

surpass this, he could be removed in the cluster of Datus. 

 

• Datu Darantulan. This Datu is responsible for consultations and is open for all 

times. 

 

• Darangulan Ha Datu (High Datu). This Datu resolves conflict within and outside 

the community and territory. He also serves as the adviser of the community. 

 

• Datu Dadantulan or Pinun Datu. Serves as the chief of justice of the community. 

 

• Datu Mantuliyakan. Serves as the community’s defender. 

 

• Datu Mambinasukan. This Datu relays the issues and concerns of the community. 

 

2. Bae. Usually, a Bae is the wife of a Datu. But in some cases, if there are women who 

shows good leadership skills, she is considered as a Bae in spite that she is not a wife 

of a Datu. Their major role is includes: accommodating and entertaining visitors; aides 

in the decision-making of Datu; could also intervene in resolving conflicts and 

indifferences; and could advise the Datu to decide what is right. The level of his 

husband as a Datu would also be her equivalent. 

 

3. Baylan. The Baylan is the ritualist and traditional faith healer of the community using 

herbal medicine. He have an ability to see other spiritual being and have visions that 

could go beyond the skies and earth. The Baylan also spearheads the Rituals performed 

annually as follows: 

 

• Panghawan – Cleansing of the Bad Spirits, Diseases, and other bad omen 

• Layanen – Thanks giving of the usage of the water 

• Sinebugan – Thanks giving of the usage of the trees 

• Pamamahandi – Thanks giving of the Resources (Harvest, Income, Plantation, 

Animals and Etc.) 

• Kaliga-un – Festival of the Tribe 

• Palayag – Thanks giving of the honey bees 

• Tampuda Ha Balagun  - Resolving Conflict of the Tribe 

• Panagulambong – Ordain of the Datu(s) 

 

4. Alimaong. Responsible to implement the judgement of the Datu to a certain case in 

maintaining peace and order.  
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C. Cultural beliefs and rituals 

 

33. It is mandated in the tribe that before site preparation there should be a “Pamuhat”, a prayer asking 

permission and guidance from the “Magbabaya”. The desires seeds for planting must be gone to blood 

shedding known as “Langusa” ritual to provide better spiritual fertilizer. “Daga-on” ritual is also 

conducted to drive away spirits that bring pests and diseases. Before sowing, “Pang-imbabasok” ritual 

must be done that serves as spiritual signing of agreement. During harvest time, “Pangalu-ambit” ritual 

is conducted with a feast of thanks to “Magababaya” and bad spirit “Banlungen” called “Panandig” 

and “Pamalabag”, respectively. 

 

The community also observed policies on certain areas and uses, to include: 

 

i. Policy on Sacred Areas 

No one is allowed to enter into the sacred areas without the permission from the Council 

of Elders. The sacred ground was respectfully conserved by the ancestors wherein the 

following inhabitants still respect the sacred grounds. It is situated in Kalatungan, 

Nanalwas, Tunaan, Sabangan and Kilakiron. These areas serve as the sacred grounds 

for praising “Magbabaya” and for other prayers with offerings in kind or food.  

 

ii. Policy on Resources Management and Land Use 

 

The community have the following beliefs in acquiring resources from the forestland: 

 

1. Bangkalas. The process in which hunters will have to wait for the flowers of a 

certain plant to wilt before they are allowed to hunt or “pangaso”. 

2. Collection of Honey. Permission should be asked first from the council of elders to 

collect honey. Trees where the bees “ligwan” live are not allowed to be cut down 

so that honey bees will be able to re-build their home to that tree again. 

 

iii. Policy on Forest Protection and Rehabilitation 

 

Everyone is prohibited to enter in the forest/woods without proper coordination to the 

responsible elder regarding on the location sacred place, hunting ground, beehive and 

etc. 

 

iv. Policy on Resource use, Harvesting and Hunting 

 

1. Pharmacy/herbal. Nobody is allowed to uproot any known or less identified herbal 

plant and could only collect leaves, bark or roots depending on the dosage 

prescribed by the tribal pharmacist/doctor. 

2. Timber/standing tree. The individual could only fall down timber for shelter 

purposes, and there is no need to replant as they believe in natural regeneration. 

 

 

V. PRESENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC SITUATION 

 

A. Population and Ethnic Groupings 

 

34. Barangay Portulin is situated in the Municipality of Pangantucan which is within Muleta Watershed. 

Presently, the barangay has a total population of 1,478 comprising 289 households. The community is 

composed of 75% Talaandig and 25 % mixed ethnic group. The populace of the barangay has different 



 

ethnic origin composed of the Lumads and the Dumagats. The Lumads from Bukidnon are the 

Talaandigs and the Manobos while the Dumagats consists of Boholanos, Ilonggos, Cebuanos and 

Warays/Leyteños. These Dumagats came to the area after they acquired lands from the Lumads through 

selling and barter systems. All these people are living harmoniously with each other.  

35. The Talaandig tribe is one of the tribal groups in the province of Bukidnon and were the first 

inhabitants in Barangay Portulin. The term “talaandig’ comes from the word “andig” which means 

‘slope’. It was named as Talaandig since they live in the inclined part of the mountain. 

36. The community within the ancestral domain has developed a community cooperation through 

involving community activities and organization. Per record, the local people involve in Rural 

Improvement Club (RIC), BMH, and Portulin Rattan Furniture Crop, membership of the elders for 

Senior Citizens, Dayong and Christ Youth Association. 

 

B. Present livelihood or major source of income 

 

A. Forest resource – based livelihood 

 

37. The community credits their forest areas as strictly for conservation to maintain the dynamic and 

balance of the resources. Hence, despite that some of their needs were derived from the forest such as 

food resources, water supply, medicine, and others, these areas are not considered as source for their 

major livelihood.  

 

B. Farm – based livelihood 

 

38. The major source of income of the locality is farming. Agricultural areas planted with different 

crops with coffee as the most common high value crop. It is estimated that close to 30,000 hills of coffee 

are maintained in the barangay. Previously the coffee farmers have not received trainings on coffee 

production so they still practice the traditional way of cultivating and processing coffee resulting to 

poor quality beans. Recently, some of the Coffee Farmers undergone training from Nestle Philippines 

Inc. and Municipal Agriculture Office of LGU Pangantucan. Vegetables, sugarcane, carrots, potatoes, 

bell pepper, cabbage, tomatoes, onion leaves are others crops planted in the farm. Average farm lot 

being cultivated each household is 0.75 hectare. The income status of the local farmers for the coffee 

can harvest 350 kilograms per hectare annually followed by sugarcane that produced 180 tons per 

hectare annually while vegetable harvest depend upon the size of the lot cultivated and the quantity 

produce. The harvested products will be marketed to Nestle Philippines Inc, for coffee, for sugarcane 

to Bukidnon Sugarcane Corporation and the different vegetables harvest will be delivered to the local 

market.  

C. Off – farm livelihood 

 

39. Off – farm livelihood is considered as second source of income for the community where they 

engage to animal domestication, small enterprises like “sari-sari” store, driving “habal-habal” and 

other forms of labor. Due to their poverty status, some youths decided to look for jobs at nearby 

localities and cities and served as maids and saleslady/man. 
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF THE AREA 

 

A. Biophysical Characteristics 

 

Land Cover Area (has) 

Forest Areas (Close & Open Canopy Forest) 5,524.62 

Open grassland and Wooded grassland 71.75 

Shrubs 150.60 

Agricultural (Annual Crop & agri-cultivations) 921.46 

Built-Up Areas (settlements, roads, inland waters) 11.44 

TOTAL 6,679.83 

 

40. Using a map with reference from National Mapping and Resource Information Authority 

(NAMRIA) 2010, the above table shows various land cover types existing in the ancestral domain. As 

reflected, it is majorly forest areas totaling 83% coverage and built-up areas as the least with only 

0.002% coverage. This is because as aforementioned, majority of the ancestral domain lies within Mt. 

Kalatungan Natural Park.  

 

B. Land Use and Resource Management System 

 

A. Forest Area 

 

1. Location and Forest Type 

 

41. The 4,890has. of tropical rainforest nestle at the slopes and valley between the two peaks of Mt. 

Kalatungan and Mt. Kilakiron. The lower portions generally consist of dipterocarp forest species 

situated at undulating slopes. As the elevation ascent, the forest type gradually changes to montane 

forest. The forest are principally montane (lower and upper mossy) dominated by Philippine Oaks 

locally called as Ulayan. 

 

2. Resources 

 

42. The whole Mt. Kalatungan Range, harbors a diverse mix of flora and fauna being ascribed to its 

numerous rivers and waterfalls, a lake and small wetland area, cliffs, caves and rock formations that 

provide habitats for wildlife. It has also been assessed as an Important Bird Area in year 2001 due to 

the presence of threatened Philippine Eagle (Pithecophaga jefferyi) and Philippine Hawk-eagle 

(Nisaetus philippensis). 

 

43. Furthermore, participatory inventory of plants in Mt. Kalatungan revealed the presence of 342 

species, many of which are endangered, endemic, economically and socially important to the locals. 

Five dominant endemic tree species are present, Katmon (Dillenia philippinensis), White Lauan 

(Shorea contorta), Red Lauan (Shorea negrosensis), Bagtikan (Parashorea malaanonan) and Bikal 

Baboi (Schizotachyum dielsianum) including the highly threatened Almaciga sp. 

 

3. Land and Resource Use 

 

• Conservation Zone 

 

44. The upper area of the forest was delineated as “Pamuhata” (strict protection zone) to give due 

respect of the sacred places that included the burial grounds, heritage sites and places of historical events 

significant to the culture of the tribe. Approximately 4,131 hectares or 84% of the total forest area were 

allocated as heritage area and sacred places that aptly function for biodiversity conservation and wildlife 

sanctuary. It harbors unique landscapes and topographic formations believe as the home of the spirits 



 

and deity. The heritage sites and places with historical events narrated as folklore of the ancestors were 

verified by the findings of archeological artifacts in the site. Customary laws forbid hunting and 

gathering or harvesting of natural resources except for materials needed for rituals and traditional 

medicine. Entry of the area is strictly regulated by the council of elders enforced through the Datu and 

his leaders assigned at specific area of jurisdiction. 

 

• Regulation Zone 

 

45. Certain areas at the lower portion of the forest covering approximately 758 hectares were allocated 

as “Pangasuha” (forest resource regulation zone) to sustain the customs and traditions on hunting and 

gathering. The hunting and gathering area gradually evolves to functions as academy of living culture 

fostered by nature. Customary laws consider the learning’s from experiences and incorporated some 

adaptive measures in protecting the sacred grounds with rituals to be followed including the proprieties 

on resource utilization and warning for violators and trespassers to suffer the consequence of the “Sala” 

justice system. 

 

• Customary Governance 

 

46. In areas marked as sacred places, use of resource is very limited, if not restricted. Spiritual masters 

live adjacent to these sacred areas to guard it and to ensure that the required rituals and ceremonies are 

performed. It is where their ancestors were buried as they believed as their guardian spirits. Through 

preserving their sacred places and the venue of their tribe’s rituals and sacred activities they are assured 

the connection with the “Magbabaya” (Supreme Being) and the nature.  

 

47. The traditional resource use management system is anchored on the cultural belief of the divine 

deity “Magbabaya” as the giver of the bounty of nature and every aspect of the subsistence system is 

govern by natural laws effected by the guardian spirits of the forest.  

 

48. Forest management and environmental protection practices of the community profoundly follows 

the cultural belief and traditions narrated in the “Gugud” (testimony of the elders) of the Talaandig 

tribe. Large area of the forest is revered as sacred grounds and heritage site. The forest is also associated 

with the subsistence system as the market, pharmacy and academy of ecology of the tribe. The bounty 

of nature provides food like fruits, root-crops, vegetables, honey and meat from game hunting. It also 

provides wood, rattan and other materials for their household needs. The “Baylan” as the intermediary 

of the guardian spirits performs the rituals to ask prior consent to any activities related to forest resource 

utilization and even on the adapted farming activities of the present generation. 

 

      A. Open Grassland, Wooded Grassland and Shrubs 

 

49. Around 222.35has. of the ancestral domain is grassland and shrubs. Some of these areas are left 

uncultivated. Firewood needs are gathered from wooded grasslands instead in the forest area. 

B. Agricultural Areas 

50. Agricultural areas of the community largely falls under the production zone. Presently, there is 

around 921.46has. of areas intended for agricultural purpose within the ancestral domain and mostly 

devoted as annual crops. There is still a presence of animal raising for cattle, pigs and goats but only 

minimal. Sugarcane is the major crop in Barangay Portulin owned by corporations. 

C. Settlement and Infrastructure Facility 

51. Built-up and settlement areas are located on the southeastern part of the ancestral domain comprising 

only 11.44has. Areas for settlement and community purposes is permitted to extend only up to the 
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coverage of alienable and disposable land. There are only few infrastructures and facilities in the 

community but it was able to establish a Tribal Hall for common use. The road condition in the 

community also results to quite hassle transportation of goods and products to nearby market. 

 



 

VII. SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

 

A. Summary of Resources and Resource Management per Eco-Zone 

Eco-Zone Forest Grassland Farm Built-up Water 

Resources Fauna: Philippine Eagle 

(Pithecophaga jefferyi), 

Philippine Hawk-eagle 

(Nisaetus philippensis), 

Katmon (Dillenia 

philippinensis), Wild pig, 

Wild Deer 

Flora: White Lauan 

(Shorea contorta), Red 

Lauan (Shorea 

negrosensis), Bagtikan 

(Parashorea malaanonan) 

Bikal Baboi 

(Schizotachyum 

dielsianum), Almaciga sp. 

Cogonal area, 

Wooded Grassland 

Area 

Coffee 

Vegetables 

Sugarcane 

Cash crops 

Barangay Hall, 

Basketball Court, 

Barangay Health 

Center, 

Tribal Hall, 

Purok/Sitio, 

Barangay Roads, 

Settlement Areas 

 

Muleta River, Tapwakun, Pala-

Pala, Kanunoyan, Pigbawian, 

Lunaw, Induyan, Nabalabag, 

Ugyaban, Linabo sa Dumagooc, 

Linabo sa Bagik-ikan, Nabukalan, 

Sabangan, Mt. Kilakiron, Laindag, 

Tunaan, Alap, Pigbawusan, 

Sambileyan, Nanganlag, Hangaron, 

Kiug-pa,Imbatug, Lembobongan, 

Linabo sa Ootah River, Ondoon, 

Katakata Falls, Migtambol Falls, 

Balante, Mapayag, Palasan, 

Kahiwaon River, Sal-ab, 

Nabayungbong, Sumbalan, 

Kisangka, Maremon River, 

Katuglawon River, Manupali 

River, Kilag-ud, Sapinit, Linabo sa 

Kulaman river, Mt. Kiamukon, 

Dalag-ayan, Luwayon River, 

Kalamagan Creek, Migbadiang 

River and Intukas. 

Present Land use Sacred Area, Heritage 

Sites, Medicinal Uses, 

Materials for housing, 

Habitat for significant 

flora and fauna species, 

Maintains dynamic and 

balance of resources, 

Aesthetic Value, 

Research Area 

Wooded Grassland, 

Cogonal Area, 

Agroforestry 

Plantation, 

Vegetables Garden, 

 

Agroforestry 

Plantation, 

Vegetables Garden, 

 

Built-up Areas Potable water supply, 

daily needs, 

Ponds, 

Research Area 

Governance Management system is 

provided for various 

zones, customary 

governance is applied to 

each which is keenly 

observed by the 

community. 

  Ordinances 

implemented by 

Brgy and Local 

Government Unit 

Potable Water System 

manage jointly by the 

Talaandig Tribal 

Community and 

Barangay Council 

Local Government 

Unit 
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Existing and/or 

Recipient Projects 
• Xavier Foundation: 

Bantay Lasang 

equipment 

• Philippine Association 

For Intercultural 

Development 

(PAFID) – United 

Nations Development 

Program (UNDP): 

Abaca and Rattan 

enrichment planting 

• Department of 

Environment and 

Natural Resources 

(DENR): Integrated 

Natural Resources and 

Environmental 

Management  Project, 

• DENR: National 

Greening Program 

• DENR: ENR SECAL 

Bamboo Planting 

Project 

 • Catholic Relief 

Services (CRS) 

• Nestle: 

Common Code 

for Coffee 

Community 

(4C) 

Accreditation 

• Department of 

Trade and 

Industry (DTI) – 

Department of 

Social Works 

and 

Development 

(DSWD): Cut 

flower 

production and 

Rattan Furniture 

Making 

• Kasilak 

Foundation 

• Department of 

Agriculture 

(DA): 

Vermiculture 

and Organic 

Fertilizer and 

Food Terminal 

• Department of 

Tourism (DOT) – 

Mt. Kalatungan 

Natural Park 

(MKNP) – LGU 

Pangantucan: Eco-

Tourism Tour 

Guide Training, 

provision of 

Kulahi Band 

musical (tribal) 

instruments 

• Bottom Up 

Budgeting – LGU 

Pangantucan: 

Wood and bamboo 

craft training 

• Catholic 

Organization for 

Relief and 

Development 

(CORDAid) – 

Medicine Support 

and Training 

• Philippine 

Association For 

Intercultural 

Development 

(PAFID) – 

Installation of 

Water System 

Facility 



 

B. Identification of Issues, Problems and Opportunities 

 

52. Presently, the Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title (CADT) for the community is still on process 

and anticipated to be issued the soonest possible time. In spite of this, the organization is fortunate to 

be able to formulate their Ancestral Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) 

that serves as their master plan and determines policies and regulations in every land use and give 

guidelines and visions of the community in general. The overview of the community and how they stand 

through time as strong Talaandig community is also detailed in their ADSDPP, hence this is a strong 

reference that could passed through generations. 

53. Forest area of the community is gradually decreasing due to agricultural conversion and population 

increase. Lack of sufficient materials in fire suppression when the incidence occur also leads to further 

destruction. Considering that many resources can be acquired from the forest such as medicine or for 

pharmaceutical purposes, wood materials for building houses and establishments, and provision of clean 

unpolluted air and aesthetic value, the customary governance of the community is of great aid in the 

regulation of resource consumption. This mechanism maintains the balance of resources, hence 

significant flora and fauna species can still be found in the forest area. The zoning of the forest area 

together with the established policies and guidelines for its proper uses also assisted to identify on which 

area are allowed for gathering and hunting and which are strictly for conservation. 

54. Local farmers also face some constraints on their farming system for there is unstable market value 

of the harvested products, occurrence and attack of pests, unconditional weather condition, inaccessible 

farm to market road and lack of proper irrigation system. There is also a lack of financial support for 

agricultural purposes and the community doesn’t have post-harvest facilities.  

55. Though the community is experiencing the mentioned hindrances in their agricultural development, 

they are not discouraged to produce crops both for subsistence and marketing. Their practices in lined 

with their customs also showed better farming outputs and they are still enthusiast to continue their 

farming practices through their traditional ways. With the assistance of different projects which they 

are recipients, it allows them to adapt other farming strategies and technologies. 

56. For educational concern, few youths were given opportunity to be well educated and most of them 

were up to elementary level only. The present economic condition of the community leads to fewer 

youths to be fortunate to reach high school and college education. Some students that are member of 

the organization are given opportunity to be under the scholarship program of the Assissi Foundation. 

57. There is a lack of medicine on the community health unit. Since the community is distant to the 

town proper, there is a difficulty in transporting patients. Some diseases acquired are also coming from 

the sources of their water for drinking. Despite that the water source of the community is unpolluted, 

its quality is still not safe since its source is from Bagik-ikan River, that doesn’t have a reservoir and is 

quite distant which is approximately 2.5kms away from the barangay. 

VIII. OVERALL GOVERNANCE (VISION) OF THE ANCESTRAL DOMAIN 

 

A. Vision 

58. To uplift the living condition of the local community through continuous improvement of the 

culture-based livelihood; and to protect, conserve and manage the natural resources based on the culture, 

customs and tradition for the present and next generation to come. 
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B. Objectives 

 

i. To have assurance for security for our ancestral domain through Certificate of 

Ancestral Domain Title (CADT). 

ii. To continue to protect and preserve our forest land to have continual sources of 

water, food and other domestic needs. 

iii. To preserve cultural heritage sites and potential tourist spots 

iv. To conduct regular announcement of information regarding the updates of 

ancestral domain to PO members including the local people that reside in the 

locality. 

v. To stress the importance of the rules and regulations governing individual 

responsibility. 

vi. To coordinate and participate with other institutions like NGO, LGU, Armed 

Forces of the Philippines, PNP and others to promote people’s participation. 

vii. To mobilize and maintain the ‘Bantay Lasang’ personnel guard and secure the 

protected areas away from illegal activity. 

viii. To preserve and sustain water sources for domestic, agricultural and industrial use 

through planting of trees. 

ix. To sustainable implement projects provided by public and private institutions for 

the improvement of livelihoods of local community. 

x. To improve services on infrastructures, health services and socio-economic aspect. 

xi. To provide incentives to active personnel that made the Income Generating Project 

accomplished. 

 

C. Envision and Land Use and Management Prescription 

 

A. Forest Conservation and Rehabilitation 

59. Integrates all people-oriented forestry activities for strengthening the management and protection 

of forest resources and at the same time provide livelihood and entrepreneurial capabilities to upland 

communities involved as envisioned in the INREMP Community Based Protection and Monitoring 

(CBPM). Through continues management of the forest by patrolling, forest fire protection, planting 

trees and biodiversity monitoring among others, since the community benefits from the area and the 

very center of the Talaandig Culture, it is expected that they will protect the forest from unauthorized 

access through Bantay Lasang Volunteer which will patrol the delineated areas for conservation. 

60. To conserve certain species of plants and animals or the rich biodiversity in the area, the residents 

in the barangay planted different commodities like coffee, yam, fruits and others crops that will provide 

other source of income and divert the pressure on the forest resources. In a way, this will promotes 

protection, conservation and management of their resources in order to preserve the venue of tribal 

rituals and sacred activities to ensure connection with “Magbabaya” and the nature/guardian spirits and 

to continue preserving the culture as it is the venue of its practice and the source of communal and 

specialized traditional knowledge and to protect the source of tribe’s material need as source of 

livelihood, medicines, foods, materials for traditional house, equipment, etc. and manage its use to 

ensure its sustainability for the next generations. 

 

 



 

B. Farm Productivity Enhancement 

61. The community depends on the environment for their source of water, food, medicine, shelter, 

materials for domestic use as well as for their livelihood activities. Essentially, the residents remain 

mostly farmers. Cultivation in the farms is multi-cropped. At present, farmers adopted intercropping of 

different commodities with the application of contour farming applied with organic agricultural inputs. 

Practice of intercropping yams, sweet potato, corn, upland rice, beans, legumes, coffee, banana, abaca, 

bell pepper, tomatoes and other traditional crops. 

62. Agricultural production is supplemented with fishing, hunting, trapping and gathering of forest 

products. The community has developed traditionally unique and practical mechanisms, techniques and 

equipment for these activities. 

C. Development of Settlement Areas and Infrastructure Facility 

63. The community envisioned to have a Community Learning Center where they could hold 

community activities especially those that are in support to their socio-cultural practices since they also 

aspires to promote their customs and traditional practices (Culture, Arts, Leadership and Customary 

Governance) as Talaandig community. The Learning Center could be a venue where they will campaign 

and conduct Information, Education and Communication (IEC) and orientation of the Indigenous 

People’s Rights Act (IPRA) especially to the youths and the new generation. The “Adlaw sa Talaandig 

sa Portulin” (Day for the Talaandigs in Portulin) gives recognition to the tribal community and allows 

them to exhibit and showcase more of their cultural practices. 

64. Linkage from health agencies is also essential since there is no sufficient facilities for hospitalization 

in the community. Provision of health – related trainings and seminars are also relevant since this will 

educate the community on how to be more health concern and what sanitation routines must be practiced 

by every individual especially for pregnant women and elderly.  

65. Currently, there is a weak telecommunication system in the community that also hinders their 

negotiations. Fast telecommunication system could provide a better communication for intra and inter-

linkaging.  

D. Infrastructure and Support Facilities 

66.  The rehabilitation of New-Eden – Concepcion Access Road and Foot Trails is the only existing 

road directly linking the Barangay New-Eden and Concepcion. Currently, residents from Barangay 

Concepcion will pass through first barangay Poblacion before reaching Barangay New Eden and it will 

take them a travel distance of 12.5 km. While using the proposed road section that is directly connecting 

Barangay Concepcion and Barangay New Eden only take 5.26 km which has a difference of 7.24 km 

travel distance. 

67. The Rural Infrastructure – Rehabilitation of New-Eden – Concepcion Access Road and Foot Trails 

is a subproject under the Integrated Natural Resources and Environmental Management Project 

(INREMP) with a total length of 5.260 km. The proposed RI design has a portion of concrete road of 

600 m from the station 0+600 to 1+200 with a width of 4 meters, gravel road of about 2,850 m from 

station 0+000 to 0+600, Station 1+200 to 3+450, and concrete foot trails of 1,810 m from station 3+450 

to 5+260.  The route will start at station 0+000 at New Eden to station 5+260 at Concepcion, 

Pangantucan, Bukidnon.   
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68. The proposed subproject has a total cost of Nineteen Million Two Hundred Six Thousand Seven 

Hundred Sixty Pesos and Sixty-nine centavos (Php 19,206,760.69). The INREMP grant will be Fifteen 

Million Three Hundred Sixty-Five Thousand Four Hundred-Eight Pesos and Seventy-three Centavos 

(Php 15,365,408.73) and the LGU counterpart will be Three Million Eight Hundred Forty-One 

Thousand Three Hundred Fifty-two Pesos and Eighteen centavos (Php 3,841,352.18). The LGU equity 

will be taken from its 20% development fund stipulated in its annual budget.  

69. The proposed rehabilitation will greatly improve the accessibility within New Eden and Concepcion 

and could provide alternative route to farmers in marketing their products to other barangays or bringing 

those products to Poblacion. It will also ensure safety of the people due to the ease of access for 

responding personnel in case of emergencies. As entry point to Mt. Kalatungan climbers, this particular 

access road and foot trail is also very useful for eco-tourism endeavors. As part of the eco-tourism 

program of the municipality (Mt. Kalatungan being ancestral domain of the Talaandig Tribe), there is 

a partnership between the LGU and various Indigenous People (IP) in the area, as provided for by 

Ordinance No. 16, Series of 2014. Particularly, the IP serve as tourist guides and porters, earning an 

income of PhP 350.00 and Php400.00 per day, respectively (ratio of 1:10 guide:tourist).    

70. To boost economic activity and improve social and infrastructure services in the rural barangays, 

particularly for Concepcion and New Eden, and the municipality as a whole, the rehabilitation of New 

Eden-Conception access road and foot trail is deemed timely and necessary to generally lessen the 

vulnerability of the barangay residents during emergency situations.   

71. Social and environmental safeguards were given high consideration on the proposed access road. 

Based on the validation of the proposed road section no involuntary resettlement impact and 

resettlement is required since no individuals or groups of people will be physically displaced from 

housing neither productive assets nor any improvement will be affected by the RI. Land acquisition is 

not applicable as the proposed subproject is already an existing road covered by the existing application 

for recognition of ancestral domain of the Talaandig Tribe see Appendix 12: NCIP Certification on 

CADT Application, with the PTTAI. The Barangay LGU has submitted a barangay resolution 

supporting the project with no objection. Contract of Usufruct signing was done on June 17, 2017. The 

Gender Responsiveness Checklist (GRC) was prepared by the LGU to ensure that the proposed 

subproject is gender sensitive and responsive. The proposed subproject is “gender sensitive” with a 

GRC score of 12.96, meaning the subproject has passed the gender and development criteria. 

 

72. In the development of the community it is important that meaningful community participation and 

engagement will be considered. In as much as the IP tribes belonging to Talaandig, Manobo and 

Higaonon, to include the indigenous peoples organization PTTAI, will be the beneficiaries of the sub-

project, they should have the sense of ownership of the said development, especially the rural 

infrastructure that will be developed in their area. Based on the CBMS 2015-2016 data there are 428 

IPs registered in the influence area who are direct beneficiaries, including the other IP tribe (Talaandig) 

in the neighboring barangays, who are beneficiaries of the INREMP NRM who are also target 

beneficiaries of the proposed RI Subproject. In the influence area the Portulin, Talaandig Tribal 

Association Inc. (PTTAI), is the current INREMP partner Indigenous People’s Organization (IPO), 

under the leadership of Datu Jhony Guina, the PTTAI Chairman. In the proposed sub-project involving 

the rehabilitation of New-Eden – Concepcion access road and foot trails, there are several activities 

conducted to ensure that the project will be beneficial to the partners and other stakeholders. There was 

a public consultation conducted last July 27, 2017 at Tribal Hall of Portulin, Tribal Association Inc. 

(PTTAI), Portulin, Pangantucan, Bukidnon. 

 



 

E. Livelihood and Development Enterprise 

73. The association is requesting assistance in acquiring a coffee post-harvest facility from INREM 

Project through the Livelihood Enhancement Support to improve the quality of their coffee beans and 

pass the specifications of Nestle, thereby increasing the price that they will receive. In addition, the 

association will earn from the operation of the facility by charging users a service fee for every kilogram 

of coffee that will be processed. 

74. Since coffee beans are usually processed manually by women, the coffee pulper will also help the 

women save their time in order to do other productive work such as vegetable farming, livestock raising 

and cut flower production which can be sold to the market. The proposed Coffee pulper and Solar dryer 

will be installed/constructed within the Barangay proper of Portulin and is expected to benefit around 

87 farming households in the community. 

75. The community is also envisioning that aside from the proposed coffee pulper machine and solar 

dryer, they could have other post-harvest facilities such as mechanical dryer, sheller and others to also 

assist their other agricultural products. To uplift the living condition of the members of the organization, 

other livelihood initiatives were also identified to include: a.) Establishment of community cooperative; 

b.) Animal Dispersal Project; c.) Income-generating projects like handicraft manufacturing, piggery, 

gardening, dressmaking focused for women; d.) Vehicle for the transportation of their products; 

Fishpond for tilapia and catfish; e.) Agroforestry Farms; f.) Livelihood Programs for youth; and g.) 

Training center.  

D. Policy on Non – IP 

76. Talaandigs within the community live in harmony together with the Non – IP settlers. The latter 

also follows and respect the customs and traditions of the Talaandig. 

77.  If a Non – IP committed a misconduct to the community, he/she will still go through the process of 

“Sala” by the Datu. The person should provide 3 – 5 chickens entailing his/her seek for apology. A 

chicken and ginger symbolizes the cleansing of the mistakes of the person. The ginger will be chopped 

and will be mixed with the blood of the chicken, which will then be tinted on the palm of person. 

E. Grievance Redress Mechanism 

78. For the community, justice cannot be bought. All discords no matter how hard or difficult will be 

resolved through understanding of both parties with the intervention and mitigation of the Council of 

Elders. Prior to resolving conflicts, ritual will first be conducted to serve as prayer over the conflicting 

parties. The resolution will always go along with the agreement of both parties and acceptance of the 

verdict of the Council of Elders. 

 

79. The conflicts are being resolved through “batasan” (rules) in two forms: 

 

1. Tagiptip ha batasan.  This involves a bigger payment and needs more requirement 

for resolution. 

2. Saungangen ha batasan. This form requires smaller payment to address and 

resolve the conflict. 

80. The Talaandigs, similar to other tribes also practice “bala” or “balalaon”, a traditional way in giving 

verdict which is quite brutal. One example is that the suspect is being tested where he/she must get the 

needle that is placed in boiling water. This test is being conducted to determine if the suspect is the real 
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culprit or not. The community can also question the judgement of the Datu or the elders. In the same 

manner, the community can also testify to the innocence or guiltiness of the suspect. 

 

F. Information Disclosure 

81. The Ancestral Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) serves as the 

master plan of the community where their envisions including their historical account and traditional 

system and governance were indicated. The formulation of the PTTAI Community Management Plan 

(CMP) undergoes several consultations with most members of the Talaandig Tribe starting in 2017. 

The Council of Elders were first consulted to get their approval in the formulation of the CMP with the 

assistance from the DENR. It was agreed among the COE and Tribal Leaders that the CMP shall serve 

as the interim ADSDPP until such time that the final ADSDPP has been formulated. The mechanism 

for disclosure of the CMP to its member is through community consultation whenever there will be 

revisions or updating of any portion of the plan to include additional information as needed and thru 

community assembly for its ratification and approval. The CMP was also intended to serve as business 

plan of the PTTAI to show their plans and programs to address the needs and concerns of its member 

including the ancestral domain. It also intends to attract financial institutions that are assisting IPO in 

terms of governance and livelihood support for external funding to support or finance other community 

needs. Publication or circulation of the CMP maybe allowed provided that a written consent will be 

issued by the Council of Elders thru a resolution. 

 

List of consultation activities for the preparation and packaging of Community Management 

Plan. 

Parameter Consultation 1 Consultation 2 Consultation 3 

Date of 

Consultation 

 

September 8, 

2017 

September 20-21, 

2017 

April 25, 2018 

Consultation 

(Topic/agenda) 

Consultative 

meeting with PO 

Chairman of 

PTTAI, LGU 

Representatives 

and IPMR for 

CBPMNF, CF and 

LES 

Development 

Planning with the 

Portulin 

Talaandig Tribal 

Association 

(PTTA,Inc.) for 

Community-

Based 

[Forest]Protection 

and Monitoring 

(CBPM), 

Conservation 

Farming and 

Livelihood 

Enhancement 

Support 

 

Presentation of 

Updated 

Community 

Management Plan 

Consultation 

objective 

To identify 

potential total 

number of 

hectares of PO 

PTTAI to be 

engaged to CBPM 

and CF for 

To identify 

innovative plan of 

the PO to be 

incorporated on 

their development 

plan. 

To disclose and 

finalize the PTTAI 

CMP 



 

piloting and 

updating of LES. 

The consultation 

also served as a 

courtesy call to 

PO Leaders for 

the entry and 

information of the 

new subproject. 

To identify 

activities to be 

aligned on the 

Work and 

Financial Plan of 

CBPM. 

To present the 

draft Community 

Management Plan 

as anchored to the 

ADSDPP. 

 

Communication 

channel  (type) 

 

Verbal 

communication 

Audio-visual Audio-visual 

List of issues and 

concerns raised 

The identification 

of water volume 

that the natural 

forest could 

generate will be 

helpful in 

negotiation with 

water districts or 

industries. 

Ordinances 

anchored with the 

customs and 

traditions of the 

tribe should be 

enacted in order 

for these policies 

to be concrete. 

There should be 

an established 

vegetable garden 

with rolling of 

respondents. 

Bantay Lasang are 

not well equipped 

with needed gears 

to be used in the 

field and gadgets 

for 

communication. 

Establishment of 

Tulugan on 

selected Sitios. 

 

Creeks and cliffs 

is not included in 

the CMP. 

Some of the 

ancestors were not 

included in the 

CMP. 

Agreements and 

recommendations 

There will be a 

follow-up 

consultation 

inviting the 

members of the 

PO for the 

disclosure of the 

subprojects to 

every member. 

There will be 

updating of the 

Subproject 

Proposal of the 

PO through a 

Community 

Planning 

Workshop. 

All identified 

needs of the PO 

will be 

incorporated in 

the WFP of 

CBPM since these 

are all eligible to 

be funded under 

the livelihood 

counterpart of the 

subproject. 

CBPM will also 

consider the 

LAWIN strategy 

in monitoring the 

natural forest. 

Capacity 

buildings will also 

All natural 

landscape could 

be named and 

reflected on the 

CMP and could 

also include other 

tourist spots and 

ecologically 

important flora 

and fauna species. 

The basis in the 

formulation of the 

CMP is the 

ADSDPP of the 

ancestral domain, 

in case there are 

Datus and 

ancestors not 
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A letter will be 

addressed to 

Central Mindanao 

University 

(CMU), the 

executing 

academe of the 

research on water 

volume, to acquire 

data on this 

matter. 

LGU will closely 

coordinate with 

the PO to identify 

possible 

ordinances to be 

enacted anchored 

with the 

community’s 

customs and 

traditions. 

 

be incorporated in 

the WFP in order 

to provide 

trainings to the 

community for 

handicraft and 

other needs. 

mentioned, they 

will be included in 

the updating. 

Community maps 

produced/updated 

None Updated 

community map, 

Route map for 

patrol works and 

monitoring, 

Hunting and 

production area 

map, Camp sites 

map 

None 

Participants 

(comt’y members 

only) 

PTTA Officers 

and Tribal 

Leaders & 

Barangay officials 

PTTA Officers & 

members, Tribal 

Council of Elders, 

Barangay officials 

PTTA Officers, 

Council of Elders 

and Board of 

Trustees 

Participating 

entities (i.e., 

WMPCO, NCIP 

unit, DENR unit, 

LGU, etc) 

DENR -RPCO, 

PPMO, WMPCO, 

MLGU 

DENR- RPCO, 

PPMO, WMPCO, 

MLGU 

DENR - 

WMPCO, PPMO, 

MLGU 

Male 6 38 18 

Female - 56 9 

Ethnicity (by IP 

group) 

Talaandig Talaandig Talaandig 

Male 6 38 18 

Female - 56 9 



 

IX. SUBPROJECT IMPLEMENTATION UNDER INREMP 

 

A. Natural Resources Management 

SUB-PROJECT TYPE 
2015 – 2016 AREA 

AWARDED (Ha.) 

TARGET (Ha.) TOTAL AREA 

FOR DEV’T 2017 – 2019 

Community-based 

Protection and 

Monitoring of Natural 

Forest 

- 4,614.00 4,614.00 

Conservation Farming - 82.00 82.00 

Reforestation 239.00 70.00 309.00 

Assisted Natural 

Regeneration 
242.00 210.00 452.00 

Agroforestry   63.00 -   63.00 

TOTAL 544.00 4,976.00 5,520.00 

 

B. Rural Infrastructure 

SUB-PROJECT TYPE DISTANCE COVERED BUDGET (PhP) 

Rehabilitation of New 

Eden, Concepcion Access 

Road and Foot Trail 

5.260 km 19,206,760.69 

Proposed Additional RI – 

Rehabilitation of Junction 

of Portulin – New Eden 

Access Road 

7 km (Approx.)  

 

C. Livelihood Enhancement Support 

SUB-PROJECT TYPE YEAR AWARDED BUDGET (PhP) 

Coffee Pulper Machine 

and Concrete Solar Drier 
2017 300,000.00 

 

X. BENEFICIAL MEASURES (POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF 

SUBPROJECTS) 

 

82. The identified subprojects intend to provide incentives, economic benefits, environmental and 

cultural protection and do not pose any adverse or negative impact to the community as every 

subprojects where properly consulted and agreed during several community consultations. The 

consultations were attended by most members of the community including women and youth to 

determine and voice out their concerns. The subprojects identified were just a few of the so many needs 

of the community, however the identified ones are the most urgent at present. 
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XI. MITIGATING MEASURES 

 

83. Considering that there was no adverse impact identified as a result of the subproject identification, 

no mitigating measures were identified. But it was also agreed that whenever there will be unanticipated 

impact in the future, the Council of Elders and Tribal Leaders will discuss the matter and come up with 

a plan of action. For the RI subproject, mitigating or corrective measures (if any) will be implemented 

in coordination with the LGU Pangantucan. 

  

XII. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS 

 

84. The overall supervision in the implementation of subprojects will be the responsibility of the Tribal 

Leaders or “Datus.” There are also several sectoral leaders that will assist and report to Datu on the 

progress of any undertakings. Barangay leaders and Local Executives will also be consulted to be 

involved in every activities to provide governance, guidance, technical assistance and even financial 

support to ensure smooth implementation and avoid conflicts and adverse effects. Policy issues related 

to implementation will also be discussed among the local leaders and LGUs concerned. 

85. With regards to specific activities related to subprojects, concerned Committee Heads shall be 

responsible in the project implementation and monitoring. Reporting frequency and coverage period 

shall be agreed upon among the officers of the Organization depending on the degree of urgency and 

nature of works/activities. 

86. The NCIP will also be consulted when it comes to issues related to ancestral domain concerns, FPIC 

and other IP issues. 

  

XIII. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

87. The overall monitoring of all community activities will be vested to Datus and other tribal leaders. 

However, for specific activities and sectoral concerns, the Datus may designate or assign a particular 

person to be responsible and accountable. The frequency and nature of monitoring will be agreed upon 

prior to implementation to set the guidelines in the actual conduct of M&E. Project status and 

accomplishment reports submission are likewise will be agreed upon by responsible persons and 

officers of the community. 

88. The LGUs or its representatives shall be involved in the M&E to be aware of the current progress 

in the area which will be useful in planning, budgeting and CLUP updating. 

89. The NCIP shall be likewise involved in the M&E to check and assess if there are possible or potential 

IP issues and concerns related or emanating from project implementation. 

 

 



 

 

Monitoring Indicator 
Status Issues and 

Challenges1 
1. Budget and timeframe   
a. Have capacity building and training activities 

been completed on schedule? 

 

  

b. Are IPP and MOA activities being implemented 

and targets achieved against the agreed time frame? 

 

  

c. Are funds for the implementation of the 

IPP/ADSDPP allocated to the proper agencies on 

time? 

 

  

d. Have agencies responsible for the 

implementation of the IPP/ADSDPP received the 

scheduled funds? 

 

  

e. Have funds been disbursed according to the 

IPP/ADSDPP? 

 

  

f. Has social preparation phase taken place as 

scheduled? 

 

  

g. Have all clearance been obtained from the 

NCIP? 

 

  

h. Have the consent of the IP community in the 

affected ancestral domain been obtained? 

 

  

2. Public Participation and Consultation   
a. Have consultations taken place as scheduled 

including meetings, groups, and community 

activities? Have appropriate leaflets been prepared 

and distributed? 

 

  

b. Have any APs used the grievance redress 

procedures? What were the outcomes? 

 

  

c. Have conflicts been resolved? 

 
  

d. Was the social preparation phase implemented? 

 
  

e. Were separate consultations done for Indigenous 

Peoples? 

 

  

f. Was the conduct of these consultations inter-

generationally exclusive, gender fair, free from 

external coercion and manipulation, done in a 

manner appropriate to the language and customs of 

the affected IP community and with proper 

disclosure? 

  

g. How was the participation of IP women and 

children? Were they adequately represented? 

 

  

3. Benefit Monitoring   
a. What changes have occurred in patterns of 

occupation, production and resources use 

compared to the pre-project situation? 

 

  

                                                
1 List the hindering and facilitating factors that affect the conduct of activities and provide recommendations on how to address 

current and future issues or related issues 
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Monitoring Indicator 
Status Issues and 

Challenges1 
b. What changes have occurred in income and 

expenditure patterns compared to pre-project 

situation? What have been the changes in cost of 

living compared to pre-project situation? Have 

APs’ incomes kept pace with these changes? 

 

  

c. What changes have taken place in key social and 

cultural parameters relating to living standards? 

 

  

d. What changes have occurred for IPs? 

 
  

e. Has the situation of the IPs improved, or at least 

maintained, as a result of the project? 

 

  

f. Are IP women reaping the same benefits as IP 

men? 

 

  

g. Are negative impacts proportionally shared by 

IP men and women? 

 

  

 

XIV. OTHER TARGETS AND BUDGET 

 

90. The community is already a recipient of several programs and projects, but in spite of this, there is 

still lack of support in other matters, to include the following: 

Target Activities Budget Concerned Agency 

A. Infrastructure Facilities   

Establishment of Community Learning 

Center 
300,000.00 NCIP, DENR, LGU 

Establishment of Telecommunication 

Satellite 
 LGU 

B. Settlement Supports   

Provision of Medicines 100,000.00 DOH, LGU 

C. Livelihood Development Support   

Provision of Mechanical Dryer and Sheller 200,000.00 DTI, LGU 

Establishment of Community Cooperative 20,000.00 DTI, CDA, LGU 

Animal Dispersal Project 200,000.00 DA, LGU 

Handicraft Manufacturing 25,000.00 

DTI, Non-Timber 

Forest Products – 

Exchange 

Programme LGU 



 

Swine Production and Gardening 400,000.00 DA, LGU 

Provision of Vehicle for product 

transportation 
1,000,000.00 DA, LGU 

Fishpond establishment 100,000.00 DA, LGU 
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Minutes of the Consultative Meeting with PO Chairman of PTTAI, LGU Representatives 

and IPMR for CBPM 
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Minutes of the Development Planning with PTTA, Inc. for CBP, CF and LES   
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